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Abstract 18 

During pandemics and global crises, drug shortages become critical as a result of increased 19 

demand, shortages in personnel and lockdown restrictions that disrupt the supply chain. The 20 

pharmaceutical industry is therefore moving towards continuous manufacturing instead of 21 

conventional batch manufacturing involving numerous steps, that normally occur at different 22 

sites. In order to validate the use of large-scale industrial processes, feasibility studies need to 23 

be performed using small-scale laboratory equipment. To that end, the scale-up of a 24 

continuous process and its effect on the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of the end product 25 

were investigated in this work. Hydroxychloroquine Sulphate (HCQS) was used as the model 26 

drug, Soluplus® as a model polymeric carrier and both horizontal and vertical twin screw 27 

extruders used to undertake this hot melt extrusion (HME) study. Seven formulations were 28 

processed using a small-scale horizontal extruder and a pilot-scale vertical extruder at various 29 

drug loadings, temperature profiles and screw speeds. When utilising a horizontal extruder, 30 

formulations with the highest drug load and processed at the lowest screw speed and 31 

temperature had the highest crystallinity with higher drug release rates. Upon scale-up to a 32 

vertical extruder, the crystallinity of the HCQS was significantly reduced, with less variation 33 

in both crystallinity and release profile across the different extrudates. This study demonstrates 34 

improved robustness with the pilot-scale vertical extruder compared to lab-scale horizontal 35 

extruder. The reduced variation with the vertical extruder will allow for short increases in 36 

production rate, with minimum impact on the CQAs of the final product enabling high-37 

performance continuous manufacturing with minimum waste of raw materials. Finally, this 38 

research provides valuable information for the pharmaceutical industry in accessing continuous 39 

technologies for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products, allowing for efficient utilisation 40 

of resources upon scale-up and mass production during global pandemics and drug shortages.  41 

 42 

 43 

  44 
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1. Introduction 45 

In December 2019, a novel strain of the family of coronavirus, severe acute respiratory 46 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was discovered.  SARS-CoV-2 was responsible for 47 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), which was subsequently announced as a global 48 

pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the impact has been catastrophic. 49 

(World Health Organization, 2020). Strict measures were imposed by the majority of 50 

governments with the aim of controlling the spread of the virus and adjusting/preparing 51 

healthcare systems to cope with the challenges of this novel virus. These measures included 52 

national lockdowns, granting permission for work to essential services only and closure of 53 

national borders. Many sectors have been affected by the measures that were implemented 54 

causing economic disruption and recession. Due to the restrictions placed on international 55 

trading channels, the pharmaceutical industry and drug supply chain were severely impacted 56 

with potential  to drive global drug shortages (Rowan and Laffey, 2020).  57 

The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defines drug shortages as ‘The period 58 

of time when the demand exceeds the supply of the drug’ (FDA, 2020). Different reasons can 59 

cause drug shortages including insufficient quantities of raw materials, drug discontinuation 60 

from the market, and issues related to legislation, manufacturing, or procurement (Badreldin 61 

and Atallah, 2020). In all cases, drug shortages may have a critical impact on patient care 62 

causing medication errors, compromised medical procedures, and the requirement to replace 63 

first-line therapies with alternative medications, which may not necessarily be as efficacious 64 

(Badreldin and Atallah, 2020). This necessitates the need to search for innovative and 65 

sustainable solutions that can tackle drug shortages during pandemics and other global crises. 66 

One such example is Hydroxychloroquine Sulphate (HCQS) which is used to treat lupus 67 

erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis and for uncomplicated malaria. There were over 5.5 68 
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million prescriptions of HCQS in 2017 in the US alone (ClinCal.com), with predictions that 69 

the global demand for HCQ (hydroxychloroquine) could have increased 10-fold from 542.36 70 

million USD in 2019 to 5,549.65 million USD by 2027 if it had of been approved as a treatment 71 

for COVID19 (Globe News Wire). Furthermore, a study demonstrated that patients with 72 

rheumatic diseases across Africa, Southeast Asia, the Americas and Europe had trouble filling 73 

their prescriptions of antimalarial drugs, including HCQS, during the global coronavirus 74 

pandemic, when antimalarial drugs were touted as a possible COVID19 treatment. Patients 75 

who could not access antimalarial drugs faced worse physical and mental health outcomes as 76 

a result (American College of Rheumatology). This demonstrates the need for a continuous, 77 

single unit manufacturing process that can allow for the flexible increase in the production of 78 

pharmaceutical dosage forms, at a single manufacturing site, particularly during a global 79 

pandemic, to ensure the supply of essential medicines is not disrupted. 80 

Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) base has a predicted partition coefficient (LogP) of between 2.89 81 

and 3.87, with a water solubility of 0.0261 mg/mL, making it a Biopharmaceutical 82 

Classification System (BCS) II drug i.e. highly permeable, but poorly soluble. However, the 83 

sulphate salt form has excellent solubility with a bioavailability of 74% (USP Monograph for 84 

Plaquenil®).  A reduction in the crystallinity of the HCQS could improve its bioavailability 85 

(Schittny et al., 2020), meaning that a lower dose of HCQS could potentially be required, which 86 

would also help to ensure the supply of HCQS during a global pandemic. Furthermore, 87 

continuous manufacturing at a single site and a reduction in the required dose of HCQS would 88 

make these treatments cheaper, which would be of particular benefit to low-middle income 89 

countries, especially those where malaria is prevalent. 90 

Over the last twenty years, hot melt extrusion (HME) has received widespread interest as a 91 

continuous manufacturing technology from the pharmaceutical industry. In this process, a 92 
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single-unit is used to manufacture pharmaceutical products starting from raw materials through 93 

a continuous rotating process capable of implementing process analytical technology (PAT) 94 

for quality control purposes (de Margerie and Maier, 2015; Thiry et al., 2015). Various drug 95 

delivery systems can be produced using this technology including pellets, tablets, films, 96 

implants and nano-delivery systems (Patil et al., 2016; Thakkar et al., 2020). The main 97 

advantages of HME are that it is a cost-effective and solvent-free process that allows rapid 98 

production of drug product (Wilson et al., 2012) and offers ease of scale-up (Maniruzzaman 99 

and Nokhodchi, 2017). For the development of successful drug delivery products that must 100 

meet specific quality requirements, it is important to optimize both the formulation composition 101 

and the process parameters of the extruder since both have a major impact on the quality of 102 

manufactured extrudates. In particular, the impact of process parameters such as barrel 103 

temperature, screw design, screw speed and feeding rate have been widely investigated in the 104 

literature (Andrews et al., 2019a; Dadou et al., 2020b). Varying parameters can influence the 105 

uniformity of mixing, the physical-state of incorporated drug and/or the drug release profile 106 

from the drug delivery system  (Potter et al., 2015; Alqahtani et al., 2020; Tousif Ayyub et al., 107 

2019). 108 

Despite the potential of HME as an innovative technology and the advantages it offers, very 109 

few marketed drugs containing a pharmaceutical active have been successfully manufactured 110 

(Zecevic et al., 2018). Identifying key process parameters that influence critical quality 111 

attributes (CQA) of a pharmaceutical product, during early-stage development, is essential to 112 

ensure a successful scale-up for commercial production. Therefore, the manufacturing process 113 

and formulation needs to be robust enough to achieve a similar quality for the end product, 114 

irrespective of whether small (developmental) or large-scale (industrial) equipment is used. 115 

Very few reports in the literature have investigated the scale-up of HME (Almeida et al., 2012; 116 

Maniruzzaman and Nokhodchi, 2017). In these reports, pilot scale production has been 117 
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achieved by using an extruder with a larger barrel size, screw diameter, or by performing HME 118 

for extended periods of time. The aim was to assess the feasibility and predict the quality of 119 

products upon the scale-up of HME for the purposes of commercial scale manufacturing. 120 

Hot melt extrusion has been extensively used by our group for the production of amorphous 121 

solid dispersions and for the purpose of identifying and monitoring  the quality attributes of 122 

extrudates during processing (Andrews et al., 2010, 2019a; Kelleher et al., 2018; Tian et al., 123 

2018). Furthermore, we have previously utilised quality by design and process analytical 124 

technology to optimise HME as a continuous process (Andrews et al 2019b Dadou et al., 125 

2020c). In this current collaborative work, the objective is to further our knowledge in the field 126 

of HME by scaling-up from a benchtop, horizontal twin screw extruder (10mm, L/D 20:1) to a 127 

vertical twin screw extruder (10mm L/D 40:1) with the aim of ensuring a continuous supply of 128 

drug product, during periods (e.g. global pandemics) whenever a short term supply is required 129 

in large volume and at an acceptable cost.  130 

The work reported herein investigated the manufacture and scale-up of HCQS-Soluplus dosage 131 

forms using hot melt extrusion as an innovative continuous processing platform that could be 132 

utilised to meet any short-term increase in demand that may impact the global supply of HCQS. 133 

The effect of formulation (drug loading) and process parameters (temperature profile and screw 134 

speed) on the solid-state state of HCQS, and drug release profiles from extrudates produced 135 

using small-scale (L/D 20:1) and pilot-scale (L/D 40:1) extruders were investigated. 136 

  137 
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2. Materials and Methods 138 

2.1.Materials  139 

Hydroxychloroquine Sulphate (HCQS) was received as a generous gift from Sanofi S.A. (Paris, 140 

France). Soluplus® (SOL, Polyvinyl Caprolactam-polyvinyl acetate-polyethylene glycol) was 141 

a generous gift obtained from BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany). All Chemicals used for 142 

preparation of solubility and dissolution studies were of analytical grade and were used as 143 

received from VWR Chemicals (Leicestershire, UK) with no further treatment. 144 

2.2.Formulation and Hot Melt Extrusion  145 

Pre-weighed powder formulation blends of Soluplus® (SOL) and HCQS were mixed using a 146 

stainless-steel V-shaped blender attached to a universal drive unit (AR401, Erweka, Germany) 147 

at a rotation speed of 25 rpm for 10 min. Three parameters, drug loading (w/w %), HME barrel 148 

temperature (T) and screw speed (SS), were varied, as outlined in Table 1, to investigate their 149 

effect on content uniformity, physical form and the subsequent release profile of HCQS from 150 

extrudates. For lab-scale production, extrudates were produced at QUB using a horizontal 151 

10mm benchtop co-rotating twin-screw Microlab HME (L/D 20:1, feed rate of 35 rpm). For 152 

the pilot-scale production, extrusions were carried out at Rondol Industrie using a 10mm co-153 

rotating twin-screw ‘All in One’ Vertical (L/D 40:1, feed rate of 35 rpm) HME (Rondol 154 

Industrie, France). A batch size of 20 g was used for the horizontal extruder, whereas a 100 g 155 

batch was prepared for the vertical extruder. Pre-mixed powders were subsequently fed into 156 

the hot-melt extruder (HME). All barrel zones were maintained at the set temperature (Table 157 

1) with the exception of the feeding zone (100° C). Collected extrudates from the horizontal 158 

instrument were allowed to cool at ambient temperature and pelletised using a Varicut pelletiser 159 

(45rpm) whereas for the vertical extruder, extruded filaments were immediately cooled after 160 

exiting the extruder through a downstream auxiliary unit, and pelletised at a roll speed of 161 
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10rpm. All pellets were stored in glass vials for further analysis (content uniformity and 162 

dissolution). For thermal and solid-state analysis, pelletised samples were further milled with 163 

a mortar and pestle, passed through a 500µm sieve and stored in glass vials.  164 

2.3.Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 165 

A Thermal Advantage Q50 TGA (Thermal Analysis Instruments, Leatherhead, UK) was used 166 

to assess the thermal stability of raw materials. Samples (5 - 10mg) were heated from ambient 167 

temperature to 400 °C at a heating rate of 20 °C/min. Nitrogen was applied as the purge gas at 168 

a flow rate of 60 mL/min. Experiments were performed in triplicate and the data was analysed 169 

using Thermal Analysis Instruments Universal analysis software. Onset of degradation was 170 

calculated as the temperature at which 5% weight loss of the material was detected.  171 

2.4.Solid-State Characterisation 172 

The solid-state of HCQS was examined to detect its crystalline nature in the physical mixtures 173 

(PM) and the milled extrudates using power compensation Differential Scanning Calorimetry 174 

(DSC) and Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). For samples extruded using horizontal extruder, 175 

a DSC 214 Polyma (Netzsch, Selb, Germany) DSC was used. All experiments were conducted 176 

with a sample mass of 5 - 10 mg crimped in aluminium DSC pans. Nitrogen gas was used as 177 

the purge gas with a flow rate of 50 mL/min. Samples were heated from 20 to 260 °C at a 178 

heating rate of 10 °C/min. Scans were performed in triplicate. For PXRD, a Mini-Flex II 179 

(Rigaku™, Japan) PXRD with a Cu Kα radiation (30 kV) in the angular range (2θ) varying 180 

from 10°- 40° was used. A step scan mode with a step width of 0.02° and a counting time of 1 181 

sec/step was used. PM and milled samples were then placed on a glass top loading sample 182 

holder with a 0.2 mm depression. Scans were performed at room temperature in triplicate. 183 

For vertical extrudates, PXRD patterns were recorded using a D8 Advance Diffractometer 184 

(Bruker AXS) in Bragg-Brentano Geometry using a monochromatic wavelength (Cu Kα1: 185 
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0.15406nm). Measurements were performed in the angular range (2θ) 10-40°, with a step size 186 

of 0.021° and a counting time of 1 sec/step. Samples were prepared using 2mm depression 187 

sample holder positioned on spinner rotating at 30 rpm. A fully open Lynxeye Position 188 

sensitive detector was used. The DSC measurements were performed using a Netzsch STA449 189 

F3 Jupiter DSC in aluminium DSC pans. The measurements were performed using a sample 190 

mass of 5 to 10 mg 100ml/min Argon flux at a heating rate of 10°C/min from 20 to 260°C. 191 

Percentage crystallinity of the drug in the extrudates of horizontal extruder was calculated by 192 

integrating the melting endotherms of HCQS in DSC thermograms and using Equation 1: 193 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 (%) =  ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆
∆𝐻𝐻𝐷𝐷×𝑊𝑊

 × 100  [1] 194 

where ∆HS is the melting enthalpy (J/g) of the sample (physical mixture or extrudates), ∆HD is 195 

the melting enthalpy (J/g) of the pure drug, and W is the fraction (% w/w) of the drug in the 196 

sample. 197 

Percentage crystallinity of the drug in the extrudates of vertical extruder was calculated from 198 

PXRD data using Equation 2: 199 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 (%) =  100 −  
𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
 × 100  [2] 200 

Where the Global area corresponds to the area above the positive intensity of the peaks, and 201 

the reduced area corresponds to the area above a computed background similar to the one 202 

obtained for pure Soluplus adjusted with the appropriate scale factor. 203 

2.5.Specific Mechanical Energy (SME) 204 

In order to calculate specific mechanical energy (SME) consumption during HME, torque and 205 

throughput were measured/calculated for every batch during the HME process. Torque was 206 

obtained from the equipment monitor. The throughput was calculated based on the gravimetric 207 
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measurement of the amount of extrudates exiting the die per unit time. SME was then estimated 208 

using Equation 3 (Villmow et al., 2010). 209 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  
𝜏𝜏 ×  𝑃𝑃
𝑚𝑚 

      [3] 210 

SME is the specific mechanical energy (kJ/kg), τ is the torque (kJ), n is screw speed (min-1), 211 

and m is the mass flow of materials in the extruder (throughput, kg/min). 212 

2.6.Drug Content Uniformity 213 

A defined mass of the pelletised extrudates from each formulation (depending on drug content) 214 

was dissolved in 100 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution, diluted when needed and 215 

analysed using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Cary 50 Scan; Varian, USA) at a wavelength of 216 

282 nm. A calibration curve of HCQS (in HCl) was pre-established in the concentration range 217 

of 20 – 200 µg/mL. All measurements were carried out in triplicate. 218 

2.7.In-vitro Drug Dissolution Studies 219 

SOL-based pelletised extrudates were sieved to collect a fraction of pellets with a particle size 220 

range between 1-2 mm. Drug release profiling from the pellets (~ 667mg) was performed under 221 

sink conditions in 0.1 N HCl (pH 1.2, 750 mL) utilising USP Apparatus II (VK 7000; VanKel 222 

Industries Inc, USA) at 37°C and a paddle speed of 50 rpm for 2h. During the dissolution test, 223 

the absorbance of HCQS was measured every 30s at a wavelength of 282nm using in-situ fibre-224 

optic UV-probes, equipped with 2mm path length tips and connected to the Rainbow® µDISS 225 

ProfilerTM (Pion Inc., MA, USA). HCQS concentration was instantly measured in each vessel 226 

using a pre-determined calibration curve. Drug release was performed in triplicate. 227 

 228 
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2.8. Statistical analysis 229 

Statistical analyses were carried out using Excel 2016 (Microsoft, USA) and GraphPad Prism8 230 

(San Diego, CA, USA). Results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (n= 3). The 231 

variations between variables investigated in this work were statistically analysed using one-232 

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey-Kramer’s post hoc analysis. The significance 233 

level was set at α= 0.05.  234 
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3. Results and Discussion 235 

3.1.Formulation Screen using a 10mm co-rotating twin-screw Vertical Extruder (L/D 40:1) 236 

Initial studies focused on extrudates produced using the vertical extruder and a 30% drug 237 

loading. Extrudates manufactured at a range of screw speeds (100, 150 and 200rpm) at a 238 

temperature of 220°C were initially characterised using PXRD and visual observation. The 239 

effect of screw speed on the crystallinity of HCQS in the extrudates. The 30% w/w HCQ-240 

loaded blend produced acceptable pellets in relation to colour, size and shape (Figure 1), while 241 

the XRD data (data not shown) demonstrated a reduction in crystallinity, relative to pure 242 

HCQS, for those 30% w/w HCQ-loaded pellets manufactured using an “ultralight’’ single 243 

mixing zone screw profile, temperature profile (220°C) close to the melting temperature of 244 

HCQS across a range of screw speeds. The fact that these process parameters are easy to scale 245 

up to commercial batch as well as the significant reduction in crystallinity of HCQS encouraged 246 

us to further investigate the use of HME to manufacture HCQS pellets with reduced 247 

crystallinity. For the next stage of the study, we decided to compare the use of the smaller 248 

10mm (L/D 20:1) horizontal benchtop co-rotating twin-screw Microlab extruder with the 249 

10mm (L/D 40:1) ‘All in One’ Vertical extruder. Soluplus extrudates at a range of HCQS 250 

loading (20, 30 and 50%), barrel temperature (190, 220 and 240°C) and screw speed (100, 150, 251 

200 rpm) were prepared (Table 1).   252 

3.2.Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 253 

TGA was performed to assess thermal stability of HCQS and SOL during the HME process 254 

and to determine the temperature at which the onset of degradation (≥ 5% weight loss) 255 

occurred. Both materials demonstrated good thermal stability with no significant weight loss 256 

within the temperature range 190-240 °C. The onset of degradation for HCQS and SOL was 257 

observed at approximately ~ 270 °C and 282 °C, respectively, which is in accordance with 258 
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previously published literature (Kelleher et al., 2018; Moraes et al., 2020). This indicates that 259 

both the drug and the polymer were stable at the processing temperatures used (190 – 240 °C).  260 

3.3.Solid-State Characterisation of Raw Materials 261 

DSC analysis was used to better understand the thermal properties of the drug, polymer, 262 

physical mixtures and extrudates, and to monitor the solid-state behaviour of HCQS following 263 

HME at different drug loadings, screw speeds and process temperatures. HCQS showed an 264 

endothermic peak at 244.9± 0.7 °C (Figure 2) indicating a melting temperature (Tm) which is 265 

in accordance with data reported in the literature (Kim et al., 2019). The second heating cycle 266 

of HCQS showed an absence of the Tm (Figure 2). Rather, a glass transition temperature (Tg) 267 

was detected around 127.1±1.8 °C indicating the conversion of HCQS to its amorphous form 268 

when heated above its Tm followed by quench cooling; no recrystallization was observed 269 

during cooling (data not shown). For SOL, no endothermic melting was detected, rather a Tg 270 

was observed around 77.8±1.5 °C confirming its amorphous structure (Kelleher et al., 2018).   271 

DSC was performed on the physical mixtures (PM) containing 20, 30 and 50% w/w drug. These 272 

represented the drug content in all formulations F1-7. Thermograms obtained (Figure 3) 273 

showed that the Tm associated with HCQS melting was still observed, indicating that HCQS 274 

retained its crystallinity (or to some extent) during heating with no significant shifting from the 275 

original Tm value of pure drug. The magnitude of melting was proportional to drug load, PM3> 276 

PM2> PM1. 277 

PXRD was performed as well to examine the solid-state of HCQS and to support the results 278 

obtained from the DSC. PXRD profiles obtained for HCQS, SOL, PM and milled extrudates 279 

are shown in Figures 5-7. The diffraction pattern of HCQS confirms the crystalline nature of 280 

the drug with characteristic sharp peaks observed at 2θ in the range 18 to 30.5°. Conversely, 281 

SOL’s diffraction pattern showed a wide halo indicating that the polymer is in an amorphous 282 
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form. For physical mixtures of SOL-HCQS, the same characteristic peaks of HCQS were still 283 

observed in the diffractogram with lower intensity due to dilution with SOL. 284 

3.4.Solid-State Characterisation of Lab-scale Extrudates 285 

For extruded formulations F1-7, whenever a prefix H or V is added it indicates the type of the 286 

extruder that was used to produce the extrudates; Horizontal (lab-scale) or Vertical (pilot-287 

scale), respectively. Post extrusion, the presence of crystalline drug fraction – which was 288 

determined by the melting endotherm observed in the DSC thermograms - for all processed 289 

samples was confirmed using DSC (Figure 3). It was observed that the Tm of HCQS was 290 

shifted to a lower value in all formulations. This can be attributed to the effect of SOL inclusion 291 

which lowers the melting point during HME, a common feature when mixing miscible 292 

components that depresses the melting temperature (Andrews et al., 2019b; Tian et al., 2013; 293 

Tousif Ayyub et al., 2019). The observed Tg of SOL in the physical mixtures and extruded 294 

formulations as well as a Tm for HCQS indicate, again, that completely amorphous solid 295 

dispersions were not formed between SOL and HCQS following extrusion. The Tg values 296 

detected at 122.8±1.6 and 127.5±2.3 °C in HF1 and HF5, respectively, which are attributed to 297 

amorphous HCQS (Figure 2), suggest that HCQS exists in both crystalline and amorphous 298 

forms with a high fraction of the amorphous form. HF1 and HF5 displayed HCQS melt 299 

endotherms with the smallest enthalpy, while HF3 and HF6 had the highest enthalpies, 300 

suggesting that low drug load and high processing temperature, were the most likely variables 301 

to produce completely amorphous HCQS.  302 

The PXRD results (Figure 4 to 6) support the data obtained from the DSC studies and confirm 303 

that HCQS exists in a semi-crystalline form in all extrudates, with the least intense diffraction 304 

peaks associated with HF1 and HF5, which did not show any clear crystalline peaks. The 305 

PXRD patterns presented in Figure 4 suggest that the crystallinity content of HCQS in the 306 
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extrudates increased with drug content which was expected since less of the drug will be 307 

solubilised in the polymeric matrix when drug load increases. Conversely, the intensity of 308 

characteristic HCQS diffraction bands was inversely proportional to the temperature (Figure 309 

5) and was in the following order (HF4> HF2>HF5) which represent temperature profiles of 310 

190, 220 and 240 °C, respectively. 311 

Percentage crystallinity (CS) of HCQS in the extrudates processed using the horizontal 312 

extruder was quantified to support the results obtained from the qualitative analysis for the 313 

effect of HME process parameters (temperature and screw speed) on the solid-state of HCQS 314 

post-extrusion. The CS of HCQS in the PM of formulations 1, 2 and 3 were as follows: 315 

97.37±5.79, 100.73±3.14 and 96.9±6.92%, respectively, indicating heating alone (within the 316 

DSC) was not sufficient to convert HCQS to its amorphous form.  317 

As the range of temperatures used in this study (190-240 °C) were lower than the Tm of HCQS 318 

(244 °C), the presence of crystalline fraction of HCQS was evident in all formulations. Within 319 

the horizontal system, the CS of HCQS was inversely proportional to barrel temperature (HF5< 320 

HF2< HF4) as outlined in Figure 7a. The highest loss of drug crystallinity was associated with 321 

the highest process temperature of 240 °C (HF5, CS= 22.71±0.96%) which was significantly 322 

lower (p< 0.0001) than values obtained for formulations extruded at lower processing 323 

temperatures, HF2 (76.46±2.34%) and HF4 (80.03±3.18%) 190 and 220 °C respectively.  324 

There was no significant difference (p= 0.788) in CS values obtained for HF4 and HF2, which 325 

would suggest that temperatures closer to the Tm of HCQS are required to convert it into its 326 

amorphous form.  327 

There was limited conversion of HCQS to its amorphous form when varying screw speed at 328 

220 °C with CS values in the range of 73-84% (Figure 7b). Although the highest HCQS 329 

crystallinity (84.16±1.94%) was associated with the lowest screw speed (HF6, 100 rpm), no 330 
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significant difference (p= 0.053) was observed when the screw speed was increased to 150 rpm 331 

(HF2, 76.46±2.34%). However, further increasing the screw speed to 200 rpm (HF7) resulted 332 

in a significant (p= 0.003) decrease in drug crystallinity to 73.34±1.23%. This can be explained 333 

by the low torque values and pressure during extrusion at low screw speed resulting in less 334 

mechanical energy being exerted on the formulation which reduces the conversion of HCQS 335 

to its amorphous form (Saerens et al., 2013). Increasing screw speed increases the mechanical 336 

energy being placed on the formulation increasing the conversion of HCQS to its amorphous 337 

form (Figure 7), however, due to the associated reduction in residence time this conversion was 338 

limited (Chuang and Yeh, 2004).  339 

When low drug load was used (20% w/w, HF1), a lower level of CS of HCQS (55.75±6.68%) 340 

was observed when compared to formulations containing higher drug load of 30 and 50%, HF2 341 

(76.46±2.34%, p= 0.005) and HF3 (80.03±2.74%, p= 0.004) respectively, with no significant 342 

difference (p=0.932) in the solid-state of HCQS between HF2 and HF3. This would be 343 

expected as an increase in drug load, requires more polymer to solubilise the drug during 344 

extrusion.  345 

Overall, the highest drop in CS was associated with the lowest drug load (HF1, 55.75±6.68%) 346 

and highest temperature (HF5, 22.71±0.96%) when formulations were extruded using the lab-347 

scale horizontal extruder which is in accord with the PXRD diffractograms obtained for the 348 

abovementioned formulations.  349 

3.5.Solid-State Characterisation of Pilot-scale Extrudates 350 

In line with results obtained for horizontal extruder, formulation extruded at the lowest 351 

temperature (VF4, 190 °C) showed the highest Tm endotherm in DSC (Figure 3B) when 352 

compared to formulations extruded at higher temperatures; VF2 (220 °C) and VF5 (240°C). 353 

Again, this can be attributed to the processing temperature used (190 °C) which was 354 
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considerably lower than the Tm of HCQS (244 °C). PXRD patterns obtained for the three 355 

formulations (Figure 4) support the DSC results and show more intense diffraction peaks for 356 

VF4 relative to VF2 and VF5. Similarly, the DSC and PXRD results for the formulations with 357 

varying HCQS loadings extruded using the vertical extruder were in agreement with the results 358 

for the horizontal extruder (Figures 3B and 5). The enthalpy of melting in DSC and intensity 359 

of PXRD diffraction were considerably higher in VF3 (50% w/w) when compared to extrudates 360 

containing lower drug load; VF2 (30% w/w) and VF1 (20% w/w). It is worth noting that no 361 

observable differences in the intensity of HCQS diffraction peaks were detected when 362 

comparing VF2 with VF1, corroborating with data previously obtained using DSC analysis. 363 

This can be explained by the lower conductive heat transfer in larger extruders. Therefore, 364 

limitations caused by heating capacity will be much more pronounced in larger extruders 365 

(Zecevic et al., 2018). When screw speed was varied, there was no observable difference in the 366 

intensity of HCQS peaks of formulations VF6 (100 rpm) and VF7 (200 rpm). On the other 367 

hand, formulation processed at 150 rpm (VF2) showed the highest intensity among the three 368 

formulations (Figure 6), suggesting the presence of a higher crystalline fraction of HCQS in 369 

the extrudates relating to VF6 and VF7. 370 

The percentage crystallinity of HCQS in the extrudates produced using the vertical extruder 371 

was calculated using PXRD. Although, a complex correlation between screw speed and CS of 372 

HCQS in extrudates manufactured using the vertical extruder was evident (Figure 7b), there 373 

was no more than 10% difference in CS values between VF2, VF6 and VF7 (46.12, 41.02 and 374 

37%, respectively). CS at low screw speed VF6 (100 rpm) was lower than formulation extruded 375 

at 150 rpm (VF2). This can be attributed to the increase in residence time of the formulations 376 

in the extruder barrel at low screw speed, allowing for more time for mixing and solubilisation 377 

of HCQS in Soluplus. Increasing the screw speed on the vertical extruder to 150 rpm results in 378 

an increase in crystallinity due the loss of residence time not being compensated for by the 379 
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increase in mechanical energy. However, when the screw speed was increased to 200 rpm there 380 

was no impact on the CS of the HCQS compared to the 100 rpm and was lowered when 381 

compared to 150 rpm, which would suggest that at 200 rpm the mechanical energy is beginning 382 

to compensate more for the increased loss of residence time. 383 

A considerable drop in CS value was observed (Figure 7a) when the temperature was increased 384 

from 190 (VF4, CS= 70.47%) to 220 °C (VF2, CS= 46.12%) with, a similar crystallinity 385 

observed between VF2 (220 °C) and VF5 (240 °C, CS= 47.94%). This observation might be 386 

attributed to the lower viscosity of materials extruded at a higher temperature, enhancing the 387 

mass flow; hence, decreasing the mechanical energy as well as their residence time in the 388 

extruder (Thiry et al., 2015). Additionally, there is a possibility that the maximum mixing 389 

efficiency was reached at 220 °C in the vertical extruder due to the larger L/D ratio (40:1). As 390 

a result, no further amorphisation occurs when increasing the temperature to 240 °C.  391 

When drug load was varied, the extrudates with the highest drug load (VF3) had the highest 392 

crystallinity values (77.68%) for HCQS which is in line with the results obtained using the 393 

horizontal extruder. Decreasing drug load resulted in an increase in the conversion of HCQS 394 

to its amorphous state, with no difference in CS values between VF1 (44.59%) and VF2 395 

(46.12%).  396 

Overall, the CS values obtained for the formulations processed using the vertical extruder were 397 

considerably lower (37 to 47%, with the exception of VF3 and VF4) with less variation 398 

compared to those extrudates using the horizontal extruder which were in the range of 22 to 399 

84%. This demonstrates that the vertical extruder had a greater impact on reducing the CS of 400 

HCQS compared to the horizontal extruder.  401 

In this work, we wanted to investigate the influence of changing screw dimension on the solid-402 

state and release behaviour of HCQS extrudates. The L/D is a very important parameter to 403 

consider during the development, optimisation and scale-up of an HME processes (Patil et al., 404 
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2016). Melting, amorphisation and/or thermal degradation of components being extruded can 405 

occur due to the energy in the barrel as a result of mechanical and heat stress (Zecevic et al., 406 

2018). Thus, varying the L/D will result in different shear conditions which will influence the 407 

energy consumption and heat transfer within the barrel and, hence, the properties of the 408 

extrudates. Therefore, the L/D was increased 2-fold by moving from a horizontal lab extruder 409 

(L/D 20:1) to a vertical extruder (L/D 40:1). As a result, with the vertical extruder a larger 410 

surface area is available for mixing with a lower surface to material volume ratio allowing for 411 

more efficient energy transfer within the barrel when compared to the horizontal extruder (Lang 412 

et al., 2014). Furthermore the longer barrel of the vertical extruder allows for an increased 413 

residence time within the barrel of vertical extruder as  screw speed and feed rate were similar 414 

for both extruders (Wesholowski et al., 2019). This helps to explain the lower variability in the 415 

solid-state properties (percentage crystallinity) of HCQS in formulations manufactured using 416 

the vertical extruder. Generally, the residence time of materials in the extruder is between 5 417 

seconds to 10 min depending on the dimensions and design of the screws in addition to the 418 

process conditions (Jani and Patel, 2015; Crowley et al., 2007). Since L/D was doubled when 419 

moving from the horizontal to the vertical extruder, the residence time of the materials within 420 

the barrel increases, allowing for a longer mixing time resulting in significant reduction in the 421 

CS of the HCQS as well as its variation within the extrudates. The only exception was F5 where 422 

a lower crystallinity of HCQS was achieved in horizontal extrudates HF5 (22.71%) compared 423 

to VF5 (47.94%).  424 

3.6.Specific Mechanical Energy (SME) 425 

The specific mechanical energy (SME) during the extrusion process for each formulation was 426 

calculated to further understand and explain the effect of the HME process on the solid-state 427 

of HCQS in the extrudates. SME is defined as the amount of energy input during extrusion as 428 

a result of shear stress and can be estimated using Equation 3 (Godavarti and Karwe, 1997). 429 
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Hence, SME can be optimized by varying the screw speed and feed rate. Since the feed rate of 430 

the materials into the extruders was kept constant (35 rpm) for all formulations, we postulate 431 

that at a certain value of screw speed, SME reaches a threshold value to promote amorphisation 432 

of HCQS. Figure 8 outlines the values obtained for torque and SME and their correlation with 433 

variables (temperature and screw speed) related to the HME process. As shown in Figure 8a, 434 

there is an inverse relationship between the barrel temperature of the horizontal extruder with 435 

both torque and SME when increasing the temperature from 190 to 240 °C. This can be 436 

explained by a drop in the viscosity of the extruded materials associated with the use of higher 437 

temperature. Lowering the melt viscosity results in a lower viscose dissipation, thus, less torque 438 

is required to mix and extrude the materials (Matić et al., 2019). As a result, SME consumption 439 

during the process will decrease in the following order HF4 (190) < HF2 (220) < HF3 (240 440 

°C). Again, the differences in the values obtained across formulation HF2, HF4 and HF5 were 441 

statistically significant (p <0.05).  442 

The same trend is observed in the pilot-scale vertical extruder when increasing the temperature 443 

from 190 to 220 °C (Figure 8c). It can be noted that torque values for formulations VF2, VF4 444 

and VF5 are almost three time higher relative to the horizontal extruder (almost three times 445 

higher). Extruders with a higher L/D ratio have more mixing elements on their screws. 446 

Consequently, they exhibit remarkably increased torque and residence time when compared to 447 

extruders with lower L/D ratios (Lang et al., 2014). On the other hand, values obtained for SME 448 

were comparable with the horizontal extruder. Unlike results obtained from horizontal 449 

extruder, further increase in the temperature to 240 °C results in an increase in both torque and 450 

SME values. This is due to the change in the degree of filling of the materials in the different 451 

zones along the barrel of vertical extruder. Increasing the temperature to 240 °C results in a 452 

further decrease in the melt viscosity which in turn increases the flow of the material resulting 453 

in a higher degree of filling in the zones of extruder. Since SME is only consumed in zones 454 
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fully-filled with material, energy consumption will be increased and higher torque needed to 455 

mix the larger volume of materials filling the zones (Matić et al., 2019).     456 

As expected from Equation 3, varying the screw speed has a direct influence on torque and 457 

SME (Figure 8b) in horizontal extruder, with the increase on SME significantly (p= 0.018) 458 

more profound compared to torque across the three formulation HF6, HF2 and HF7 when other 459 

variables were kept constant (drug load 30% w/w and T of 220 °C). This can be attributed to 460 

the significant (p= 0.0006) decrease in throughput when moving from the lowest screw speed 461 

(100 rpm, HF6) to the highest (200 rpm, HF7) with values of 5.05±0.1 and 3.12±0.4 g/min, 462 

respectively. This significant decrease in throughput values results in an increase in SME. For 463 

torque, a significant increase in the values was obtained when F6 was compared to HF2 (p= 464 

0.03) and HF7 (p= 0.028). However, no difference in torque was observed when screw speed 465 

was increased from 150 (HF2) to (HF7) 200 rpm (p= 0.999). 466 

Upon scale up to the vertical extruder, a similar trend was observed with SME upon increasing 467 

screw speed (Figure 8d). However, values calculated for SME from the vertical extruder were 468 

considerably lower than the horizontal one. This can be attributed to the lack of scale up of 469 

feed rate and screw speed to accommodate the larger L/D ratio and higher surface area of the 470 

pilot-scale extruder relative to the lab-scale horizontal extruder (Matić et al., 2019). As a 471 

consequence, there were differences in residence times as well as the degree of filling for the 472 

materials in the barrels due to the varied length and of the two extruders. Scaling up based on 473 

achieving consistent SME values may allow for comparable results between the lab-scale and 474 

pilot-scale extruders. The observed pattern of torque when increasing screw speed from 150 to 475 

200 rpm in the vertical extruder can again be explained by the degree of filling as a higher 476 

degree of filling is achieved at higher screw speed. As such, higher torque is needed to extrude 477 

the material. 478 
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To outline the impact of SME on the solid-state of HCQS at each variable, the relationship 479 

between the values for SME and CS is outlined in Figure 9. When increasing the temperature 480 

of the barrel, a decrease in SME was evident due to the decrease in viscosity of materials. 481 

Despite this, CS was reduced with temperature indicating a higher impact of the temperature 482 

on the solid-state of HCQS than the shear stress of the process (torque and SME) when using 483 

the horizontal extruder. However, when screw speed was varied and temperature and drug load 484 

kept constant, a clear correlation between CS and SME was observed. Higher screw speed 485 

caused higher SME consumption during the process, decreasing the crystallinity of HCQS.   486 

3.7.Drug Content Uniformity 487 

Drug content in the extrudates was measured to ensure the stability and homogeneity of HCQS 488 

(Table 2). Formulations extruded using either the vertical or horizontal extruder had good 489 

content uniformity with HCQS percentages ranging from ~ 90 to 110%, with no significant 490 

difference (p= 0.07) in the mean values of HCQS content across the formulations.  491 

3.8.In-vitro Drug Release 492 

Face cut pellets produced from the extrudates were used to perform the dissolution studies. The 493 

release of HCQS from all the extrudates met the general British Pharmacopeia requirements 494 

for immediate-release tablets, with more than 80%of HCQS released within 45 minutes. In 495 

addition, they met the USP requirements for HCQS release from tablets (more than 70% after 496 

60 min). Drug release profiles (Figure 10A) demonstrate that the percentage release of HCQS 497 

increased as the HCQS content in the formulations increased, and the percentage of SOL 498 

fraction in the formulation, decreased. For example, HF3 (50% w/w HCQS) demonstrated a 499 

faster release than HF1 and HF2 containing 20 and 30% w/w HCQS, respectively. This can be 500 

explained by the slower SOL dissolution (compared to HCQS) and the high swelling properties 501 

of the polymer. Polymer reduces the erosion of the extrudates and retards the release of HCQS, 502 
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given that it acts as a swellable matrix. Thus, increasing the SOL concentration significantly 503 

retards the HCQS release rate (p= 0.0001). Furthermore, the microstructure of the extrudates 504 

may have an influence on the release of HCQS from extrudates with the number of voids in 505 

the microstructure increasing as drug loading is increased (Alqahtani et al., 2020). As a 506 

consequence, the density per unit volume of pelletised extrudates of higher drug loading is 507 

lower, resulting in a faster release rate. In another study, diclofenac sodium showed immediate 508 

release from extrudates when the drug load was 37.5% w/w and 25% w/w, whereas sustained 509 

release profiles were obtained with a loading of 12.5% w/w (Bisharat et al., 2020). 510 

Comparing the influence of HME processing temperature (at HCQS level of 30% w/w and 511 

150rpm), the fastest drug release was obtained from the formulation containing the highest 512 

proportion of crystalline HCQS (HF4), which was prepared at the lower temperature of 190°C, 513 

(Figure 10B). This is due to it having the lowest proportion of amorphous HCQS allowing the 514 

free crystalline drug (that to dissolve in the dissolution media creating voids for the media to 515 

imbibe into the pellets. Furthermore, the known swelling behaviour of SOL in acidic solutions 516 

results in the slower release of the amorphous content of HCQS that has formed a solid 517 

dispersion within the SOL matrix (Andrews et al., 2019b; Hardung et al., 2010). Therefore, 518 

formulations increased amorphous HCQS content solubilised in the SOL demonstrated slower 519 

release (HF2 and HF5). 520 

When changing screw speed (at HCQS loading of 30% w/w and process temperature of 220°C), 521 

the fastest drug release kinetics were associated with HF6 (Figure 10C), prepared at low screw 522 

speed, (100rpm) which have the highest amount of HCQS in its crystalline form 523 

(84.16±1.94%). This behaviour was reported previously in the literature (Tousif Ayyub et al., 524 

2019) and can be explained, again, by the production of voids in the SOL matrix upon 525 

dissolution of the crystalline HCQS as well as the swelling behaviour of SOL in acidic solutions 526 

slowing the release of the amorphous HCQS within the SOL matrix. Additionally, a faster 527 
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erosion and dissolution of the extrudates occurs when coarse crystal domains are present due 528 

to a higher matrix porosity, within the microstructure of the SOL matrix (Dadou et al., 2020a; 529 

Jeong et al., 2003). Overall, HCQS release from all formulations met the compendial 530 

requirements for immediate release oral tablets as shown in Table 3. Thus, release profiles of 531 

HCQS were similar (p> 0.05) from all formulations manufactured using horizontal extruder 532 

with the exception of HF3 (0.0001), HF4 (0.04) and HF6 (0.0).  533 

Following scale-up using the vertical extruder, no significant differences (p> 0.05) in the 534 

release profile of HCQS from pelletised extrudates was observed. All formulations showed 535 

similar release profiles for HCQS from vertical extrudates with more than 80% of HCQS 536 

released during the first 30 min the dissolution (Figure 10). The longer residence time in the 537 

barrel when using the vertical extruder might be the reason for the similarity of the drug release 538 

profiles obtained for HCQS for these extrudates. This can be explained, again, by the higher 539 

value of L/D for vertical extruder (40:1) when compared to the horizontal (20:1) allowing for 540 

a larger surface area available for mixing and longer time to stabilise the mixing process. This 541 

is evidence that the vertical extruder would provide a more robust manufacturing process 542 

compared to the horizontal extruder. Dissolution rate is a CQA of HME products with both 543 

barrel temperature and screw speed of the vertical extruder having limited impact on the 544 

dissolution rate of HCQS. 545 

  546 
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4. Conclusion 547 

Realising the full potential of continuous manufacturing is of major importance to minimise 548 

shortages of drugs during global pandemics. In this work, HCQS was used as a model drug and 549 

SOL was selected as a model polymeric carrier and extrusion was conducted on a horizontal 550 

(20:1) and a pilot-scale (40:1) vertical extruders. The main variables that were examined across 551 

the two extruders were drug loading, barrel temperature and screw speed. Other process 552 

parameters/conditions remained constant. In all systems, extrudates contained both amorphous 553 

and crystalline HCQS.   554 

This work demonstrates through comprehensive understanding of HME process parameters, 555 

the correlation between these variables and how they affect the CQA of the end product, and 556 

by conducting preliminary studies on lab scale extruder, we can prepare for optimum scale-up 557 

and enable high-performance continuous manufacturing with minimum wastage of raw 558 

materials. This will allow for a low-cost, time-efficient and continuous supply of 559 

pharmaceuticals, minimising drug shortages during pandemics and crises. Furthermore, the use 560 

of the vertical extruder resulted in extrudates with reduced HCQS crystallinity and variability 561 

compared to the horizontal extruder. Therefore, any variation at lab scale will be removed upon 562 

scale-up to pilot scale using the vertical extruder. This will allow for a quicker and more 563 

efficient scale-up process. Finally, the reduced variation with the vertical extruder will allow 564 

for short increases in production rate, with minimum impact on the CQAs of the product.  565 

  566 
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Tables 686 

 687 
Table 1. Composition and HME processing conditions of HCQS-SOL based formulations* 688 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 

Drug (w/w %) 20 30 50 30 30 30 30 

Polymer (w/w %) 80 70 50 70 70 70 70 

T (°C) 220 220 220 190 240 220 220 

SS (rpm) 150 150 150 150 150 100 200 

* T, temperature; SS, screw speed; F, formulation 689 
  690 
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Table 2. Content of HCQS in the extruded formulations as measured using UV spectroscopy 691 

 Drug content (%) 
Formulation  Horizontal Vertical 

F1 90.12 ± 1.38 90.25 ± 3.68 
F2 98.55 ± 6.50 91.83 ± 2.97 
F3 95.06 ± 2.66 92.08 ± 1.99 
F4 106.1 ± 1.03 89.05 ± 0.46 
F5 97.13 ± 7.86 90.09 ± 1.43 
F6 104.9 ± 4.31 95.87 ± 1.86 
F7 105.7 ± 1.72 92.03 ± 1.68 

 692 
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Table 3.  Cumulative percentage release of HCQS from the SOL based pelletised extrudates* 693 

Time 
(min) HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 VF1 VF2 VF4 VF5 VF6 VF7 

5 21.2(2.3) 44.6(1.2) 88.7(7.0) 59.1(4.0) 49.7(2.3) 62.9(3.0) 35.5(0.9) 33.1(4.5) 39.7(1.8) 39.5(6.8) 55.4(3.3) 49.8(4.7) 56.0(4.7) 

10 47.2(0.6) 64.0(0.2) 97.8(1.0) 97.0(1.5) 83.3(1.1) 95.9(1.5) 55.0(1.4) 61.3(3.5) 71.6(4.2) 70.1(13.8) 74.1(2.4) 68.9(4.5) 74.4(2.0) 

15 68.1(1.9) 76.7(1.1) 99.3(0.7) 100.0(0.0) 92.6(0.7) 100.0(1.0) 69.1(1.7) 80.3(0.6) 87.1(4.0) 85.8(10.4) 83.4(2.0) 79.6(3.9) 83.7(0.9) 

20 84.3(4.8) 85.6(2.1) 99.7(0.3) 100.0(0.0) 96.4(0.4) 100.0(0.0) 78.7(1.9) 90.6(0.3) 93.4(3.9) 92.6(6.2) 89.0(0.9) 86.2(3.7) 89.5(0.6) 

25 92.8(1.6) 92.8(2.7) 99.9(0.1) 100.0(0.0) 98.9(0.6) 100.0(0.0) 85.7(2.1) 95.1(0.6) 96.0(2.9) 95.3(3.2) 92.3(0.6) 90.7(3.0) 93.1(0.1) 

30 97.0(0.7) 97.0(1.2) 99.9(0.1) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 89.7(2.2) 97.0(0.8) 97.4(1.9) 97.0(2.3) 94.6(0.0) 93.8(2.2) 95.6(0.7) 

35 100.0(0.1) 99.4(2.1) 99.9(0.1) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 92.7(2.3) 98.4(0.6) 98.5(1.3) 98.0(1.4) 96.5(0.6) 95.5(0.0) 97.2(0.7) 

40 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.2) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 95.2(2.4) 99.2(0.2) 99.3(1.1) 99.1(0.7) 97.9(1.0) 97.1(0.9) 98.2(0.7) 

45 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 100.0(0.0) 97.2(2.4) 100.0(0.1) 100.0(0.0) 99.8(0.1) 98.9(0.3) 98.0(0.8) 99.1(0.6) 

* Values represent the average (n= 3). Numbers between parenthesis represent the standard deviation. 694 
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Figures 695 
 696 
 697 

 698 
 699 
 700 

Figure 1. Image of 30% w/w HCQ-loaded Soluplus® pellets 701 
  702 
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 703 

 704 

Figure 2. DSC curves obtained for Soluplus and HCQS. Tm of HCQS was from the first heating cycle, 705 
and Tg was obtained from the second heating cycle. 706 
  707 
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 708 

 709 
Figure 3. DSC-profiles of HCQS, mixtures of HCQS with SOL (PM1, physical mixture of F1; PM2, 710 
physical mixture of F2; PM3, physical mixture of F3) and processed formulations (F1-7) using: (A) 711 
Horizontal lab, and (B) Vertical extruders. y-axis represents the heat flow (w/g) and curves were offset 712 
for clarity. 713 
 714 
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 715 

 716 

Figure 4. Effect of drug loading (at 220℃ and at 150rpm) on the PXRD diffraction patterns of 717 
extrudates manufactured using (a) horizontal, and (b) vertical extruder. 718 
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 719 

 720 
Figure 5. Effect of processing temperature (at 30% HCQS level and 150rpm) on the PXRD patterns of 721 
extrudates manufactured using (a) horizontal, and (b) vertical extruder. 722 
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 724 

 725 

Figure 6. Effect of screw speed (at 30% HCQS level and at 220℃) on the PXRD patterns of extrudates 726 
manufactured using (a) horizontal, and (b) vertical extruder. 727 
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Figure 7. The Effect of: (a) temperature, T; and (b) screw speed, SS; on the crystallinity of HCQS in 729 

the extruded formulations using horizontal (HCS) and vertical (VCS) extruders. 730 
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Figure 8. The correlation between temperature (T), screw speed (SS), and the torque and specific 732 

mechanical energy (SME) of the HME process using: (a,b) horizontal, or (c,d) vertical extruders. The 733 

right y-axis access represents torque, whereas the left y-axis represents the values of SME. 734 
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Figure 9. The correlation between process variables (temperature, T; screw speed, SS), and the obtained 737 

crystallinity (CS) of HCQS in the extrudates and specific mechanical energy (SME) consumption 738 

during the HME process using: (a,b) horizontal, or (c,d) vertical extruders. 739 
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 741 

 742 

 743 
Figure 10. Effect of: (A) drug loading (at 220℃ and at 150rpm), (B) processing temperature (at HCQS 744 
content of 30% w/w and 150rpm), and (C) screw speed (at HCQS content of 30% w/w and at 220℃) 745 
on drug release profile of HCQS from SOL based extrudates.  746 
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